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Abstract
The paper presents a transition from the crisp rough set theory to a fuzzy one, called
Alpha Rough Set Theory or, in short, a-RST. All basic concepts or rough set theory are
extended, i.e., information system, indiscernibility, dependency, reduction, core, de®nability, approximations and boundary. The resulted theory takes into account fuzzy data
and allows the approximation of fuzzy concepts. Besides, the control of knowledge
granularity is natural in a-RST which is based on a parameterized indiscernibility relation. a-RST is developed to recognize non-deterministic relationships using notions as
a-dependency, a-reduct and so forth. On the other hand, we introduce a notion of relative
dependency as an alternative of the absolute de®nibility presented in rough set theory. The
extension a-RST leads naturally to the new concept of alpha rough sets which represents
sets with fuzzy non-empty boundaries. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Rough sets; Fuzzy sets; Attributes dependency; Concept approximation

1. Introduction
Rough sets are a suitable mathematical model of vague concepts, i.e.,
concepts without sharp boundaries. Rough set theory is emerging as a powerful theory dealing with imperfect data [1±3]. It is an expending research area
which stimulates explorations on both real-world applications and on the
theory itself, i.e., decision analysis, machine learning, knowledge discovery,
market research, con¯ict analysis, and so forth. Recent theoretical developments on this theory and its applications are collected in [4].
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Rough set theory assumes that information systems contain only crisp data
and any feature (attribute) of any object (example) has a precise and unique
value. However, real-world data are generally imprecise, tend to be noisy,
contaminated by errors, and values for attributes are often missing. To overcome the problem of uncertain data, Slowinski et al. discuss in Ref. [5] four
sources of uncertainty; discretization process [11], imprecise data, missing value
and multiple descriptors, and they propose a generalization of the classical
indiscernibility relation to handle uncertainty caused by multiple descriptors.
On the other hand, Ziarko proposed an extension of rough sets, called variable
precision model of rough set theory (VPRS), to take into account non-deterministic relationships and to identify strong rules [6,7]. Other extensions to
standard rough set theory have been suggested in Refs. [8±10].
In this paper, we present a new extension of rough set theory, called a-RST,
where all basic concepts of rough set theory, i.e., information system, indiscernibility relation, dependency, and so forth, are generalized. Fuzzy sets are
used to discretize continue attributes but a-RST is developed to approximate
fuzzy sets. On the other hand, the control of knowledge granularity is natural
in a-RST because it is based on a parameterized indiscernibility relation. Another feature of a-RST is the notion of a-dependency, i.e., a set of attributes
depends on another with a given degree in the range [0, 1]. This notion may be
seen as a partial dependency between attributes. We have also introduced
notions as a-reduction, a-definability and approximations of fuzzy sets that are
also fuzzy. Finally, a-RST is to allow the control of the universe partitioning
and the approximation of concepts.
In this paper we present extensions of the basic concepts of rough set theory.
Section 2 presents a generalized information systems. Section 3 introduces the
aggregation operator and states the new description of an object of the universe. A parameterized indiscernibility relation based on a similarity threshold
is de®ned in Section 4. The notion of a-core, using extensions of dependency
and reduction concepts, is de®ned in Section 5. Section 6 analyses the notion of
de®nability and proposes a new de®nition of de®nability, called a-de®nability,
which may be seen as a relative de®nability in contrast with the absolute de®nability in rough set theory. Section 7 is dedicated to approximations of fuzzy
concepts and their properties. At the end of this section, the new concept of
Alpha rough sets immerges, i.e., sets with a fuzzy non-empty boundary. In
Section 8, we discuss some important issues through related work and we
conclude in Section 9.
2. A generalized information system
Let U be a ®nite set of objects or examples, U  fx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn g. These
objects of the universe U are characterized by a ®nite set of attributes, denoted
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as Q  fq1 ; q2 ; . . . ; qm g. An attribute qi may be qualitative or quantitative. A
qualitative attribute qi has a domain vqi which determines the set of possible
values for attribute qi . For instance, the attribute Age may be seen as a
qualitative attribute (nominal or categorical) which is de®ned by its discrete
domain (a ®nite discrete set) as {young, adult, middle_age, old, too_old}.
Equivalently, each value of Age is described by its membership function. The
membership function of middle_age is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The attribute Age
may also be seen as a quantitative (cardinal) one, which is de®ned by its
continuous domain (interval) as a; b. A preprocessing discretization phase is
generally necessary for a numerical attribute to divide its domain into intervals
which correspond to qualitative terms. This translation process may be performed automatically [discretization] or by an expert [12]. Fig. 1(b) shows a
membership function which represents the value middle_age of attribute Age.
Modeling a value of attribute using membership depicted in Fig. 1(a) and (b)
assumes that concepts are crisp, i.e., the age of a person is middle_age or is not.
This approach is based on 2-valued logic ± black or white. Consider next that
middle_age is de®ned by fuzzy property ``around 45 years''. Qualitative attributes may be interpreted as linguistic variables, according to the fuzzy set
theory [13,14]. In this case, there is not a unique membership function for
middle_age and the expert has to determine it according to the nature of the
application domain. Fig. 1(c) shows the membership function which represent

Fig. 1. Possible membership functions to represent midle_age.
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the value middle_age; its values measure degrees to which examples satisfy the
imprecisely de®ned property around 45 yr.
Each attribute value is represented by a membership function, which de®nes
a crisp or a fuzzy set. The set Vq is
S a domain of the attribute q,
Vq  fvq1 ; vq2 ; . . . ; vqr g and V is equal to q2Q Vq . We note as Mqi the set of
membership functions associated
S to the value vqi of attributes qi,
Mq  flq1 ; lq2 ; . . . ; lqr g and M  q2Q Mq .
So far, we have seen that each value of any attribute is represented with a
membership function. This modeling preprocess may in¯uence the results of
systems using rough set theory [15,16]. We de®ne the notion of generalized
information system in order to take into account uncertainty inherent to both
the data and the preprocessing. We de®ne the generalized information function

q~  q  d, where:
U Q ! V;
· q is called nominal information function q:
x; q
! vqi ;

U  Q ! 0; 1;
· d is called cardinal information function d:
x; q
! lqi q x:
Each object x of the universe U is described by a vector of pairs q x; q,
d x; q for all q in Q. Thus, q x; q represents the nominal (linguistic) value of
the attribute q for the object x, whereas d x; q is the cardinal value of q, i.e.,
degree of possibility that the attribute q has value q x; q for the object x. A
generalized information system represents a function, called a alpha information function, denoted as q~, which maps U  Q into V  0; 1.

U  Q ! V  0; 1;
q~ :
x; q
!
q x; q; d x; q:
Consequently, we de®ne a generalized information system as a classical information system with nominal and cardinal information functions
hU ; V ; Q; q~i.
3. Aggregation operator and fuzzy subsets
We introduce an aggregation operator, denoted /R , which associates to each
object x a degree of possibility of its realization according to a set of attributes
R. This degree results from the aggregation of d x; q for all attributes R. In
what follows we will de®ne /R as Yager's parameterized t-norm, with 1 ! 1:

U ! 0; 1;
/R
x
! minfd x; q 8q 2 Rg:
Consequently, we associate to a given subset of attributes R a region of the
universe U, denoted U~R or, U~ which is de®ned as the graph of the function /R ,
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i.e., U~  graph /R   f x; /R x : x 2 U g. U~ is a fuzzy subset of the universe
U, indeed, any object x of U belongs to U~ to some degree / x 2 0; 1 and the
membership function is not black or white. In what follows, members of U~ will
be noted ~x, with ~x  x; /R x.
Proposition 1. Let T  Yi qi a subset of Q, so graph /R   Ii graph /qi .
The previous proposition holds because 8x 2 UR ; /R x 6 /qi x for all qi 2 T
and /R x  minqi 2R /qi x. In this context, the description of an object x 2 U
in terms of values of attributes from R  Q, denoted a-DesR x becomes
a-DesR x  f q; m; p : q~ x; q  m; p 8q 2 Rg:
Let R be a subset of attributes containing k attributes denoted as q1 ; q2 ; . . . ; qk .
The value of an attribute qi in a generalized information system is a couple
mi ; pi , where mi is a nominal value, i.e., mi  q x; qi , and pi is the degree of
possibility for x to have value mi for attribute qi , i.e., px  d x; qi . Consequently, an object x is characterized by two vectors, denoted mx and px. The
®rst one mx  m1 ; m2 ; . . . ; mk  contains nominal values, whereas the second one
k
px  p1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pk  contains possibility degrees which a vector in I k  0; 1 .
The ®rst vector is the classical description of objects in rough set theory,
whereas the second vector is a point in the hypercube I k , which is the set of all
fuzzy subsets. Indeed, a fuzzy set is any point in the cube I k [17]. The second
vector is a fuzzy set.
In the classical rough set theory, an object or an example is represented by a
vector in multi-dimensional feature space. This description is known in machine learning as attribute-value description. The indiscernibility relation in
rough set theory is de®ned basing on the equality of attribute values. In contrast, an example is described in a-RST by two vectors resulting from both
cardinal and nominal functions. In the next section, we generalize the indiscernibility notion to take into account both the symbolic values and possibility
degrees.

4. Generalization of indiscernibility relation
The basic operations in rough set theory are approximations which are
de®ned according to the indiscernibility notion. In fact, objects of the universe
may be grouped according to values of a given set of attributes R. Each group
contains objects with the same values of attributes in R. This means that the
information given by the attributes in R is not sucient to distinguish objects
in the same group. We say that objects of the same group are indiscernible.
This equivalence relation, denoted IND R, is de®ned on the equality of values
of attributes in R. The quotient set U =IND R contains equivalence classes
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which are granules of knowledge representation. These groups, called R-elementary sets, form basic granule of knowledge about the universe and they are
used to compute approximations of concepts.
The previous indiscernibility de®nition is not sucient when we consider a
generalized information system because it does not take into account possibility degrees associated with values of attributes in R. In order to cope with
this problem, we introduce a parameterized relation, denoted IND R; a or, in
short, Ra . We consider that two elements are indiscernible if and only if they
have the same values for all attributes and if their possibility degree is greater
than a given similarity threshold, denoted a:
8x; y 2 U

xRa y

()

~ and ls~ px; py P a:
xRy

The relation Ra is de®ned on both an equivalence relation R~ and a similarity
~ The relation R~ is similar to the classical indiscernibility relation R,
relation S.
de®nition is based on the equality of attribute values (i.e. x R~ y () vx  vy.
On the other hand, the relation S~ must verify the three following properties
[18]:
1. Re¯exivity: 8x 2 U lS~ px; px  1;
2. Symmetry: 8x; y 2 U lS~ px; py  lS~ py; px;
3. Max-*transitivity: 8x; y; z 2 U lS~ px; pz P lS~ px; py  lS~ py; pz,
where  is a binary operation de®ned on 0; 1 such that 0  0  1  0 
0  1  0 and 1  1  1. The operator  is usually chosen such that
2
8 a; b 2 0; 1 ; a  b 6 min a; b. The operator  is assumed to be ``min'' in
what follows. The pioneer works on  are described in Refs. [19±21], see also
[22] for more information on similarity relation.
Proposition 2. If R~ is an equivalence relation, S~ is a similarity relation and the
operator  is the ``min'' then Ra is an equivalence relation.
Proof. Let R~ relation be an equivalence relation and S~ be a similarity relation.
~ and lS~ px; px  1 P a.
1. Re¯exivity: xRx
2. Symmetry: xRa y ) lS~ px; py P a; so lS~ py; px P a ) yRa x.
3. Transitivity: x Ra y and y Ra z ) lS~ px; py P a and ls~ py; pz P a, hence,
lS~ px; pz P min lS~ px; py; lS~ py; pz P a.
An equivalence class of U =Ra which is determined by an element x 2 U is
a
denoted as xR . These classes result from the partition of all the universe U. So
far, we have associated a fuzzy subset U~R  f x; /R x : x 2 U g to each subset
R of attributes. The result of the partition of this subset are fuzzy subsets (or
classes):
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~x R~ y~ and ls~ p~x; p~
y  P a:

The family of all equivalence classes of relation Ra on U~R is denoted by U~ =Ra .
The following proposition states the relation between U =Ra and U~ =Ra . The
family of all equivalence classes of relation Ra on U~R is denoted by U~ =Ra .
The indiscernibility relation de®ned in rough set theory is black or white,
i.e., two elements are indiscernible or they are not. The alpha indiscernibility,
denoted a-IND, generalizes the notion of indiscernibility by computing an
indiscernibility degree associated to any two objects. The degree of indiscernibility of two objects ~x and y~, denoted a-IND (~x; y~), corresponds to the degree
of non-similarity of the two objects, i.e., a-IND (~x; y~  1 ÿ lS~ ~x; y~). So, elements are more indiscernible when they are more similar.

5. Dependency and reduction
In rough set theory, we say that a set of attributes R depends on a set of
attributes P, denoted P ! R, i all elementary sets of the indiscernibility relation associated with P are subsets of some elementary sets de®ned by R. A set
attributes may be reduced in such a way that the resulting set of attributes,
which is smaller, provides the same quality of classi®cation as the original sset
of attributes. This means that elementary sets generated by the reduced set A
are identical to those generated by the original set of attributes P, i.e.,
IND A  IND P . The smallest reduced set of P is called a reduct. In the case
where an information system has more than one reduct, the intersection of
these reducts is computed. It is called the core and represents the most signi®cant attributes in the system. The following proposition states the relation
between the dependency and reduction notions.
Proposition 3. Let P and R be two subsets of attributes, R  P  Q. R is a reduct
of P iff P ! R and R ! P .
We extend this notion of dependency to consider generalized information
systems. Thus, the dependency relation is not a black or white relation. We say
that a set of attributes R depends on a set P i each elementary set X of indiscernibility relation associated with P has a non-empty intersection with at
least an elementary set Y de®ned by R, and the inclusion degree of X in Y is
greater than a dependency parameter, noted as b. We call this property Alpha
dependency of attributes.
De®nition 1 (a-Dependency). Let P and R be two subsets of attributes,
R  P  Q and a 2 0; 1. R alpha-depends on P i 9 b 2 0; 1 such that
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P !R

()

8B 2 U =IND P ; a; 9b0 2 U =IND R; a
degree B  b0  P b:

The previous de®nition introduces the notion of alpha dependency which can
be seen as a partial dependency between attributes. Consequently, the values of
attributes in R are partially determined by values of attributes in P. We say that
R partially explains P and there is only a partial functional dependency between values of R and P.
Proposition 4. Let P and R be two subsets of attributes, ab 2 [0, 1] such that
b
a
a 6 b, we have P !R ) P !R.
Now, we introduce the notion of a-reduct by generalizing Proposition 4.
De®nition 2 (a-Reduct). Let P and R be two subsets of attributes, such that
R  P  Q. R is an alpha-reduct of P , i.e., R  a-reduct(P), i 9b 2 0; 1 such
b
b
that (i) P !R, R!P and (ii) R is minimal.
R is minimal means that there is no subset of attributes T  P such that
a0
T !R and a0 P a. As a generalized information system may have more than one
Alpha reduct, we generalize the notion of the core of an attribute P by introducing the notion of Alpha core. The a-core is then de®ned as the intersection of all a- reducts.
In this section, we have generalized two key concepts of the rough set theory, which are dependency and reduction. The notion of the core is then
generalized based on the de®nition of alpha reduct. These concepts are generally used in the rough set analysis to construct minimal subsets of attributes
(reducts) which have the same indiscernibility power as the whole set of attributes. This analysis leads to the construction of deterministic reductions and
a deterministic core, i.e., the decision depends on reduction and the core is an
essential part of the whole set of attributes. Alpha rough set allows the user to
explore the information using dierent thresholds related to the reduction or
the core. This analysis may lead to the construction of strong reduction and
cores, which are only consistent with a part of the data in the information
system and we may regard the remaining inconsistency information as noisy
data.
6. On the de®nibility of sets
The notion of de®nability is important because it is at the basis of the rough
set de®nition. Indeed, Pawlak de®nes a rough set as a set with a non-empty
boundary region, which means that its lower approximation is not equal to its
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upper approximation [1]. Hence, a subset X of the universe U is de®nable if and
 ,otherwise X is unde®nable. This de®nition of de®nability is
only if RX  RX
suitable when all data in the information system are crisp. We have extended it
to consider imprecision inherent to real world data, so we can say that a set, or
more precisely a fuzzy set, X is R-de®nable with a given degree a. For instance,
X can be R-de®nable (a  1), strongly R-de®nable (e.g., a  0:9), slightly Rde®nable (e.g., a  0:25), and so forth. We call this property the a-de®nability
of a subset, and the degree of de®nability of a set X will be denoted as a-def(X).
As a rough set is characterized by its lower and upper approximation, it is
natural to consider that the degree of de®nability of a set depends on its lower
and upper approximation. The alpha de®nability notion is formalized as
follows:
a ÿ def X   f Ra X ; Ra X ;
where
2

if Ra X  ;;
f Ra X ; Ra X   0
4 f Ra X ; Ra X   1
if Ra X  Ra X ;
f Ra X ; Ra X  2 0; 1 otherwise:

Any function respecting the previous constraints may be used to compute
de®nability degrees of sets. In what follows we will consider that
   1  h  h
f RX ; RX
2

with

  RX :
h  degree RX

 , so a-def X   1. On the
If a set X is de®nable, this means that RX  RX

contrary, i.e., RX 6 RX , the de®nability degree is less than one: a-def X  < 1.
Dierent methods may be used to compute the inclusion degree of a set into
another. For instance, let M X  be the cardinally of the fuzzy set X de®ned as
follows:
X
lx ei :
M X 
ei 2x

The degree to which X is a subset of Y is
degree X  Y  

M X [ Y
:
M Y

Obviously, any subset X which is the union of elementary sets is 1-de®nable,
i.e., its de®nability degree is equal to one., Such sets are called de®nable sets.
When a set is not de®nable we can compute its de®nability degree and it is said
unde®nable if the computed degree is none. On the other hand, we de®ne the
notion of roughness of a set as a symmetric notion of the de®nability. Indeed,
the roughness of a set as a symmetric notion of the de®nability. Indeed, the
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roughness of a set X which is totally de®nable, i.e. a  q, is equal to none. On
the other hand, this roughness degree is equal to 1 when X is totally unde®nable, i.e. a  0. The roughness of a set X is computed according to its de®nability degree using the following formula: a-rough X   1 ÿ a-def(X). The
more sets are unde®nable, the more they are rough.
In the rough set theory, a set (concept) can be de®nable or unde®nablel, and
the four following classes of unde®nable sets are introduced for ranking sets
according to their de®nability property:
 6 U ; X will be called roughly de®nable.
B1: if RX 6 ; and RX
  U ; X will be called externally unde®nable.
B2: if RX 6 ; and RX
 6 U ; X will be called internally unde®nable.
B3: if RX  ; and RX
  U ; X will be called totally unde®nable.
B4: if RX  ; and RX
Consequently, if a set X is unde®nable and not roughly de®nable, then it is
internally, externally, or totally unde®nable. This is a discrete approach for
classifying sets according to their de®nability. However it is not possible to
classify sets which belong to the same class, for instance those of the de®nable
sets class or those of the class B1 (roughly de®nable sets class). In the a-RST
framework, we can compare two sets according to their de®nability degrees
and a concept C1 is said to be more de®nable than concept C2 i a-def (C1 ) is
greater than a-def(C2 ). In conclusion, we note that rough set theory de®nes an
absolute de®nability of a set X by comparing it lower and upper approximation to the empty set and to all the universe, when alpha rough set theory
introduces a relative de®nability by comparing its lower approximation to its
upper approximation. Any two sets may be classi®ed according to their
de®nability degrees. Finally, Alpha de®nability is a property of both crisp and
fuzzy sets.
7. Approximation of fuzzy concepts
The most important ideas of rough set theory are lower and upper approximations. These approximations are computed for every concept, i.e., the
set of all examples for which a value of the decision is ®xed. The lower and
upper approximations are useful when the information system contains examples which are described by the same value for all condition attributes and
belong to dierent classes, i.e., when the system is inconsistent.
The classical de®nition of approximation does not hold when we consider
generalized information systems, indeed ~xRa and X are both fuzzy sets. They
are extended in order to de®ne approximations of fuzzy sets which are also
fuzzy. The basic idea behind degrees of computing process is simple. Let X be a
fuzzy subset of U and x 2 U . The object x belongs to the lower approximation
of X i ~xRa is included in X, which implies that x belongs to X \ ~xRa . Thus,
the degree to which x belongs to the lower approximation is equal to the
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minimum of degree a1 to which it belongs to X and degree a2 to which it
belongs to ~xRa : On the other hand, if x belongs to the upper approximation,
 
then x must belong to ~xRa or to X, thus it belongs to the union of X and X~ Ra .
In this case the degree of x is equal to the maximum of a1 and a2 . Consequently, the generalized approximations are de®ned as follows:
Ra X 
Ra X 

n
n

o
x; Dx  2 U  0; 1 j ~xRa  X and Dx  min l~xRa ~x; lx ~x ;
x; Dx  2 U  0; 1 j ~xRa \ X 6 ;

o
and Dx  max l~xRa ~x; lx ~x :

Let X and Y be two fuzzy subsets of the universe U, R a subset of attributes,
a 2 0; 1 a similarity threshold and U~ a fuzzy subset de®ned by the graph of the
aggregation operator /R . Lower and upper approximations of fuzzy sets have
the following properties.
! Ra ;  ;  Ra ;
! Ra U~  U~  Ra U~
! Ra X [ Ra Y  Ra X [ Y 
! Ra x \ Y   Ra X \ Ra Y
! Ra X ÿ Ra Y  Ra X ÿ Y 
! Ra X  Ra Ra X 
! Ra X  Ra Ra X 

! Ra U  U and Ra U  U
! Ra X  X  Ra X
! Ra X [ Ra Y  Ra X [ Y 
! Ra X ÿ Y   Ra X ÿ Ra Y
! Ra Ra X   Ra X
! Ra Ra X  Ra X

One can see that the universe U is not de®nable, whereas the fuzzy subset U~
is de®nable. All properties of classical approximations do not hold when we
consider approximation of fuzzy sets because the intersection of a fuzzy set and
its complement may be non-empty, and the union of fuzzy set and its complement is not equal to the universe U. Lower and upper approximations are at
the basis of de®nition of the boundary of a set. Let R be a subset of attributes,
X be a fuzzy subset and a 2 0; 1 be a similarity threshold. The lower approximation of X, i.e., Ra X ; and the upper approximation of X, i.e., Ra X , are
also fuzzy sets. We de®ne the boundary of X, denoted by BaR X , as de®ned in
rough set theory
BaR X   Ra X ;
For instance, the concept of beautiful sight is vague, i.e., concept without a
sharp boundary, indeed, there are some sights for which we cannot decide if
they are beautiful or not. This classical approach of rough set is governed by a
logic that permits a vague concept to possess one of only two values which are
true or false. In Alpha rough set, the boundary of a fuzzy set is also a fuzzy set
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and an example has a degree of membership in a boundary set A set with a
non-empty boundary is not only rough but it is also fuzzy. The fuzziness of the
boundary results from the fact that concept are not simply true or false, but
may be true to any degree.
8. Discussion through related work
The goal of this ®rst presentation of a-RST is to introduce the main concepts
which generalize the basic concepts of rough set theory. The generalization
proposed here results from our experience and the lessons learnt from the
development of a rule induction system based on both fuzzy and rough sets
[23,24]. In what follows we sketch some important issues through related work.
Information systems and indiscernibility relation. Slowinski et al. have proposed a generalized system in [25] considering the case where the value of an
attribute may be a set of qualitative terms. They generalize the indiscernibility
notion in order to deal with relative degree of possibility of sub-object. This
approach does not consider approximation of fuzzy sets even if numerical
values are replaced by fuzzy intervals in the discretization process of numerical
attributes. Another work [26] was also developed by Slowinski et al. to
transform the classical indiscernibility relation used in rough set theory to a
more general similarity relation. Dubios and Prade have introduced the concept of twofold fuzzy sets in Ref. [27] and they have also proposed to couple
fuzzy sets (vagueness) and rough sets (coarseness) to get a more accurate account of imperfect data [28,29].
Control of knowledge granularity. In rough set theory, any subset of attribute
R generates an indiscernibility relation IND(R). Equivalence classes correspond to granules of knowledge representation, which are at the basis of
de®nitions of key concepts, i.e., approximation, dependency and reduction.
Ziarko and al. have proposed to control the degree of granularity using the
DataLogic system [30]. The control of granularity is now possible using only
extension of the basic concepts of rough set theory a-RST framework), indeed, we have de®ned a parameterized indiscernibility relation Ra ; where the
similarity threshold a is a parameter in the range 0; 1. The user can control the
partitioning of the universe by varying a from none (coarsest partitioning) to
one (®nest partitioning).
Partial dependency and reduction of attributes. Dependency and reduction
are two important issues in rough sets, indeed discovering dependencies among
attributes leads to reduction which are minimal subsets which have the same
quality of classi®cation as the original set of attributes. Discovering dependencies is primarily of importance in rough set approach [31] to knowledge
analysis, data exploration, learning and more generally reasoning on data.
However, real world data may be noisy, contaminated by errors and/or it may
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not be sucient to allow the identi®cation of a functional dependency between
two subsets of attributes. To deal with this problem, a partial dependency adependency) and a partial core a-core) are introduced. Partial vision leads to
the construction of strong reductions and cores, which are only consistent with
a part of the data in the information system. This approach is more robust in
dealing with noisy data and consequently enhances the applicability if rough
set theory to real-world problems.
Unfortunately it is not possible to discuss all important issues of a-RST in
this paper, i.e., approximation of fuzzy concepts, learning strong rules, decision
analysis with quantitative information, conditions under which a-RST behave
as rough set theory, learning strong rules, vagueness and uncertainty, and so
forth. Other works are necessary to clarify the real role of a-RST considering
dierent application areas. We have developed a ®rst learning prototype, called
Alpha, which is based on local covering notion and the learning approach
developed by Grzymala-Busse and Chan [32±34]. Using Alpha prototype, one
can have dierent views of the data by varying the dierent parameters. Indeed,
these latter allow the user to in¯uence the learning process and to explore the
data at dierent levels of abstraction according to a ®ne or a coarse partitioning of the universe. Finally, rules may be learnt only when they meet some
user's criteria.
9. Conclusion
In this paper a new extension of rough set theory, called a-RST, has been
presented. a-RSt oers a suitable framework for dealing with uncertain data
and for approximation of fuzzy concepts. It allows the control of knowledge
granularity and takes into account non-deterministic relationships. The user
can have dierent views of its data by varying dierent parameters in the range
0; 1. We continue the development of a-RST by studying the relationship
between our approach and related work developed by both rough sets and
fuzzy set communities. We are also developing dierent applications on
learning and knowledge discovery using a-RST.
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Appendix A
! Ra X ÿ Y   Ra X ÿ Ra Y
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lRa
lRa

X ÿY 
X \Y c 

x  lRa

X \Y c 

x

x  max / x; lX \Y c x
 max / x; min lX x; lx x; lY c x
 max / x; min lX x; 1 ÿ lY x

x  lRa X \ Ra Y c x
lRaX
 ÿRaY

 min lRa X x; l Ra Y c x
 min lRa X x; 1 ÿ lRa Y x
 min max / x; lX x; 1 ÿ max / x; lY x
lRa X \Y c  x  max a; min b; 1 ÿ c
lRa X ÿRa Y x  min max a; b; 1 ÿ max a; c
we have to prove that
max a; min b; 1 ÿ c P min max a; b; 1 ÿ max a; c
for all a; b; c 2 0; 1
note that
1 ÿ max a; b  1 ÿ min ÿa; ÿc  min 1 ÿ a; 1 ÿ c

A:1

max a  x; b  y 6 max a; b  max x; y

A:2

and
(i)
If
max a; b 6 1 ÿ max a; c:
1 ÿ max a; c  min 1 ÿ a; 1 ÿ c. So,

Using

max a; b 6 min 1 ÿ a; 1 ÿ c and

b 6 1 ÿ c:

(1),

we

obtain
A:3

(A.3) ) min b; 1 ÿ c  b and b 6 max a; min b; 1 ÿ c. Similarly, we have
a 6 max a; min b; 1 ÿ c and max a; b 6 max a; min b; 1 ÿ c.
(ii) If 1 ÿ max a; c 6 max a; b,
min 1 ÿ a; 1 ÿ c 6 max a; b

A:4

(ii.1) If b 6 1 ÿ c ) max a; b  max a; min b; 1 ÿ c; 4 ) min 1 ÿ a;
1 ÿ c 6 max a; min b; 1 ÿ c.
(ii.2) If b > 1 ÿ c; we have 1 6 max 2a; 1 2 ) max 2a; 1 6 max a; c
 max a; 1 ÿ c so,
1 ÿ max a; c 6 max a; 1 ÿ c 6 max a; min b; 1 ÿ c
(A.5) and min b; 1 ÿ c 6 b ) 1 ÿ max a; c 6 max a; b:

A:5
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